Abstract Drawing Class Supply List

Marion Held

- Paper 18 x 24" newsprint pad, or 24 x 36" newsprint pad
- White paper pad (at least 11 x 14")
- Smaller sketch pad for personal use
- Drawing board---clips for attaching pad to board are helpful
- Assorted charcoal including:
  - Charkole (square sticks), vine charcoal (soft)
  - compressed charcoal (soft)
  - Ebony design drawing pencil or soft graphite pencils, 4B, 6B or 8B colored pencils or water soluble colored pencils.
- Kneaded eraser and hard plastic eraser
- Optional drawing materials you may want
  - Conte, graphite sticks, white chalk or pastels, watercolor and brush, ink
  - Blending sticks and or chamois cloth
  - Gloves - latex or non latex
  - Portfolio for carrying paper

Receive a 10% discount at Jerrys' Artist Outlet in West Orange with your MAM receipt.